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Abstract
In this paper, we prove that homotopy equivalence implies homeomorphism equivalence for a pair of
closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifolds, one of which contains an immersed incompressible surface with
some combinatorial constraints on its self-intersections. In particular, we generalize the result of Paterson
(preprint), so that we require only the 4-plane property and the condition of quasi-"niteness to hold for the
immersed surface. We prove this result by "rst homotoping the surface into a canonical form for its
homotopy class. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A well-known conjecture in the theory of 3-manifolds asserts that any pair of closed, irreducible,
orientable 3-manifolds with isomorphic in"nite fundamental groups are in fact homeomorphic.
A major step toward a proof of this conjecture was made by Waldhausen [15], in 1968, who
showed that homotopy equivalence implies homeomorphism equivalence when one manifold
contains an embedded incompressible orientable surface. We recall that an embedding of an
orientable surface of genus at least one into an orientable 3-manifold is incompressible if it induces
an injection of the fundamental group of the surface into that of the 3-manifold. A recent result of
0040-9383/99/$ - see front matter ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Gabai et al. [6], showing that any closed, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold which is homotopy
equivalent to a hyperbolic manifold is homeomorphic to it, adds further weight to this conjecture.
A natural generalization of the concept of an incompressible surface is that of an immersed
incompressible surface. In particular, we shall say that an immersion, f : RPM, of a closed, orientable
surface R into a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold is incompressible if the induced map,
fH: n1(R)Pn1(M), (1.1)
is an injection. We note that the immersion f is also known as n
1
-injective in the literature.
A famous conjecture of =. Thurston asserts that every closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold
which has an in"nite fundamental group should contain an immersed incompressible surface.
Motivated by this, Hass and Scott [9] extended Waldhausen's result to the class of 3-manifolds
with immersed incompressible surfaces whose self-intersections are of a very simple form. The
prime example of such surfaces is the canonical surface in a 3-manifold with a cubulation of
non-positive curvature, obtained by joining up all the face-parallel bisecting squares, three per
cube, in the constituent cubes of the cubulation. We refer the reader to Aitchison and Rubinstein
[1] for a detailed account of these manifolds.
Since an understanding of the result of Hass and Scott is vital for our work, we summarize their
approach brie#y here. In particular, we start with an incompressible immersion, f : RPM, and
de"ne its singularity set, S( f ), to be given by
S( f )"Mx3R: f (x)" f (y) for some y3R, yOxN (1.2)
It follows that if f is a general position immersion, then S( f ) consists of general position simple
closed curves in R, pairs of which are identi"ed under the map f. We next equip M with
a Riemannian metric so that we can apply techniques from minimal surface theory. In particular,
Schoen and Yau [13] have showed that there always exists a least area immersion in the homotopy
class of a smooth n
1
-injective map. Jaco and Rubinstein [10] then proved the analogous result for
a minimal weight (PL-minimal) immersion in a piecewise-linear 3-manifold. We follow the
approach used in [5,8,9], and use a system of covering spaces of M to analyse the combinatorial
behaviour of S( f ). For greater simplicity, we work in the smooth category, noting that all our
techniques may be transferred into the piecewise-linear category by virtue of [10].
Suppose that f : RPM is a least area, smooth immersion which is n
1
-injective and that
F denotes the image f (R) in M. We de"ne the surface cover, MR, of M to be the covering space of
M for which
n
1
(MR)" fH(n1(R)). (1.3)
In [5, Theorem (2.1)] it was shown that f lifts to an embedding, fR: RPM. Writing FR"fR(R), we
note that FR lifts to a single area-minimizing embedded plane in the universal covering space, MI , of
M. We recall here that in [8] it was shown that MI is homeomorphic to R3 if M has an immersed
incompressible surface. The set of all lifts of F to MI , denoted here by P, consists of the plane P and
its translates under the action of n
1
(M). We refer to P as the covering family for F, noting, as in [9],
that the stabilizer of P,
stab(P): "Mg3n
1
(M): g.P"PN, (1.4)
is precisely the image of n
1
(R) under the map fH.
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De5nition 1.1. Suppose that f : RPM is a n
1
-injective immersion. We shall say that the covering
family, P, for F in MI is simple if the following conditions hold:
1. the planes of P are embedded and in general position,
2. no pair of planes in P have a closed curve of intersection,
3. if a pair of planes in P meet in more than one component, then no two of the intersection
components share the same in"nite cyclic stabilizer sub-group of n
1
(M).
We note that if f is least area and general position, then the planes in P automatically form
a simple covering family. In general, however, a least area immersion which is homotopic to f need
not be in general position. It is possible, however, to perturb a least area map into general position
so that the resulting covering family is simple. Henceforth, we refer to the intersection curves of
planes in a simple covering family as double lines. We denote the set of all double lines for P by K.
We next review the combinatorial conditions on f which were introduced in [9]. In particular, we
shall say that an incompressible immersion, f : RPM, has the 1-line property if its covering family
P is simple and each pair of distinct planes in P meet in at most a single transverse line. In a similar
vein, we shall say that f has the k-plane property, k*3, if P is simple and for each k-tuple of distinct
planes in P, some pair do not meet. Hence it follows that if f has the 3-plane property, then it has no
triple points. By requiring f to have both the 1-line and the 4-plane properties, Hass and Scott were
able to show that homotopy equivalence implies homeomorphism. In particular, suppose that M is
as above, and that M@ is a closed, irreducible 3-manifold for which u: MPM@ is a homotopy
equivalence. Then, as shown in [5], there exists a n
1
-injective immersion, f @: RPM@, for which f @ is
homotopic to the map u " f. Moreover, we may choose f @ so as to have a simple covering family, P@,
in the universal covering space, MI @, of M@. By choosing a "xed plane, P@, in P@, we determine a lift, /I ,
of / with the property that the points of P@ lie within a bounded neighbourhood of the image of
P under /I . We have moreover, as in [9], that since the immersion f is in general position, it does not
factor through a covering. That is, there exists no surface, R
1
, n
1
-injective immersion, f
1
: R
1
PM
and covering map, p: RPR
1
, such that f
1
"p"f. Hence it follows that there is an equivariant
bijection between the covering families P and P@, de"ned by
U : PPP@ (1.5)
: P
i
C /H(gi)P@, (1.6)
where P
i
"g
i
P, g
i
3n
1
(M). In general, we orient both R and M, from which it follows that all the
surface lifts in the various covering spaces inherit compatible orientations. We may then
equivariantly assign signs, positive or negative, to the half-spaces associated with the planes of P.
These signs are then retained under the action of /I . Without loss of generality, we choose the
positive side of P to be that associated with the inward pointing normal to the surface in
right-handed co-ordinates.
The "rst step in [9] is to homotop the immersions f and f @ until the 2-complexes XP and XP@ are
equivariantly isomorphic with respect to the map U. We claim that once this is achieved, we have
the desired homeomorphism of M and M@. In particular, we may thicken up XP and XP@ by
forming small, equivariant regular neighbourhoods of each. Projecting down into M and M@ gives
homeomorphic regular neighbourhoods, N and N@, of F and F@, respectively. The method of
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Lemma 1.4 of Hass et al. [8], moreover, shows us that the components of M!IntF and
M@!IntF@ are n
1
-injective handlebodies. We note that this follows so long as the planes in P and
P@ have no compact double curves. It is then easy to extend the homeomorphism over these
handlebodies to give a homeomorphism of the manifolds. We refer the reader to Theorem 5.2 of
Hass and Scott [9] for the details. We note, moreover, that the canonical con"gurations of f and f @
are such that any three intersecting distinct planes in P meet either in a single line or a single
isolated triple point.
In [11], we generalized this result further, replacing the 1-line property with the more liberal
constraints of quasi-xniteness and 1-1 projectivity. These conditions allowed for pairs of planes,
P and gP, in P to meet in an in"nite collection of transverse lines which is "nite up to the action of
the common stabilizer subgroup,
stab(P, gP)"stab(P)Wstab (gP)"stab(P)Wgstab(P)g~1. (1.7)
We recall, in particular, that an immersion, f : RPM, with a simple covering family P is quasi-xnite
if it satis"es the following conditions.
QF 1: If P and gP are distinct planes in P and PWgPO~, then stab(P, gP) is a "nitely generated
free group.
QF 2: The number of non-simply-connected lifts of F to MR is "nite.
We note that the case of a geometrically "nite immersion into a negatively curved 3-manifold is
a paradigm for the property of quasi-"niteness. The condition of 1}1-projectivity is more di$cult to
describe and we leave its de"nition until Section 2. In general, however, it implies that the product
regions between pairs of lifts of the surface are `nicelya arranged. This nice arrangement of product
regions enabled the immersion f to be homotoped to have the 1-tree property, in which each pair of
distinct intersecting planes, P and gP, in the covering family P meet in one of a single (possibly
non-transverse) line, an arboreal surface, a connected non-compact surface whose spine is a Cayley
graph for some presentation of the sub-group, stab(P, gP), of fH(n1(R)), or a "nite collection of
2-discs.
In this paper, we extend our result to the more general case, where the immersion fails to satisfy
the 1}1-projectivity condition. As shall become evident later on, we may think of these surfaces as
being in some sense `foldeda and, indeed, we homotop f until each pair of planes meet in one of
a single line, an arboreal surface, a "nite collection of 2-discs or an immersed surface whose
self-intersections are 2-discs and which resembles to a large extent a folded up arboreal surface.
Our main theorem is:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that M is a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and that f : RPM, is an
incompressible immersion, where R is an orientable surface of genus at least one. Then if M@ is a closed,
irreducible 3-manifold which is homotopy equivalent to M, then M@ is homeomorphic to M.
We conclude with an investigation of manifolds containing immersed surfaces which have no
triple points. In particular, recent work of Freedman and Freedman [4] and Cooper et al. [3] has
shown that all compact, irreducible 3-manifolds with non-empty boundaries contain immersed
incompressible surfaces with no triple points. Moreover, if M is a compact, irreducible 3-manifold
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whose boundary is a union of tori, then these surfaces will remain incompressible under most Dehn
"llings.
We expect the analysis in this paper to invite a great deal more interest in immersed incompress-
ible surfaces. In particular, we anticipate that folded surfaces will occur in many more general
contexts than both 1-line and 1}1 projective surfaces.
2. Folded surfaces and the common stabilizer cover
In the sequel, we suppose that M, M@, f : RPM and f @ : RPM@ are as in Section 1 above.
We recall "rstly that in [11], we de"ned a strip to be a connected sub-region of a plane in P, with
boundary consisting of two disjoint double lines which share a common cyclic stabilizer sub-group
of stab(P). We further de"ned an n-gon prism region to be a region in MI , whose boundary consists of
precisely n strips lying in precisely n distinct planes in P. We note that an n-gon prism region in
MI projects to an immersed solid torus in the `downstairsa manifold M. It is clear, moreover, that
since P is simple, we have no 2-gon prism regions in MI .
In [11], we started to examine immersions for which the common stabilizer of some pair of
planes, P and P
i
, in P was a "nitely generated free group. In order to do this, we made use of the
common stabilizer cover, MI
i
, de"ned by
n
1
(MI
i
)"stab(P, P
i
). (2.1)
In particular, we see that the planes P and P
i
map to embedded surfaces, FI and FI
i
, respectively,
under the projection map p8
i
: MI PMI
i
. We note, moreover, that both FI and FI
i
share their
fundamental groups with the ambient space, MI
i
. Denoting the set of components of PWP
i
byK
i
, we
see that the collection
CI
i
: "p8
i
(K
i
) (2.2)
consists of "nitely many disjoint simple closed curves. We proceed to describe the ways in which
FI and FI
i
may be arranged relative to each other in MI
i
. In particular, we describe a phenomenon
which we call folding, where the surfaces are con"gured in a non-obvious way which we nonetheless
conjecture to be generic. In particular, suppose that KI is a compact, connected sub-surface of FI for
which n
1
(KI )"n
1
(FI ), that is KI is a core for FI . We may further choose KI so as to contain all the
members of C
i
in its interior. We may then choose a core, KI
i
, for FI
i
in the analogous way. By Scott's
core theorem, the manifold MI
i
has a compact sub-manifold, NI
i
, for which
n
1
(NI
i
)"n
1
(MI
i
) (2.3)
and LKI
i
LLNI
i
. Moreover, there is a homeomorphism,
t: KI ][0, 1]PNI
i
, (2.4)
: KI ]G
1
2HCKI , (2.5)
and we may describe the surface KI
i
by a co-bordism, i
i
: S0
i
PS1
i
, where S0
i
and S1
i
are "nite
collections of simple closed curves in t(KI ]M0N) and t(KI ]M1N), respectively.
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De5nition 2.1. Suppose that KI and KI
i
are as above and that these two surfaces are isotopic in MI
i
.
Then we shall say that the planes P and P
i
have the 1}1-projection property. If every pair of planes
in P has the 1}1-projection property, then we shall say that the immersion f is 1}1-projective.
A very special instance of a 1}1-projective immersion, is one which has the following properties.
De5nition 2.2. We shall say that an immersion, f : RPM, with a simple covering family P, is
a 1-tree immersion if for each pair of distinct intersecting lifts, P and P
i
, in P, their intersection is of
one of the following forms:
1. a single line,
2. a connected sub-surface, with a spine which is the Cayley graph for some presentation of the
sub-group, stab(P,P
i
), of fH(n1(R)),
3. a "nite collection of disjoint 2-discs.
Satisfying the 1}1-projectivity condition is the technical description of a situation in which all the
non-simply connected product regions between the surface and itself are `nicelya arranged. Indeed,
in [11], we showed that the 4-plane property, quasi-"niteness and 1}1-projectivity su$ced to
homotop f to an immersion with the1-tree property. We then homotoped the 1-tree immersion into
one which is canonical in its homotopy class and used this to prove topological rigidity. In the
context of the current problem we need to upgrade this technology.
To start with, we observe that we are able to decompose KI
i
relative to KI into a "nite collection,
MKI 1
i
,2, KI mii N, of compact non-simply-connected sub-surfaces, in conjunction with a collection of
sub-surfaces,MKI 1,2, KI miN , of KI , for which KI si is isotopic to KI s in MI i, for each s"1,2, mi.
De5nition 2.3. Suppose that we decompose KI
i
relative to KI into a collection of non-simply-
connected sub-surfaces, MKI 1
i
,2, KI mii N, for which there exists a set of isotopic sub-surfaces,
MKI 1,2, KI miN, of KI , as above, so as to satisfy the following conditions:
1. rank(n
1
(KI s
i
))*2, for each s"1,2, m,
2. 6mi
s/1
KI s
i
"KI
i
,
3. if sOt, then KI s
i
XKI t
i
is not isotopic to KI sXKI t in MI
i
.
Then we shall say that the set of ordered pairs, M(KI s, KI s
i
)Nmi
s/1
, is a fold-decomposition for FI
i
relative
to FI .
We refer to the surfaces in the fold-decomposition as folds for FI
i
relative to FI and to the
boundary curves of these folds as fold curves for the fold-decomposition. We remark that the
surfaces in a fold-decomposition for FI
i
relative to FI are not in general unique up to ambient isotopy
of the fold curves. In order to avoid potential ambiguities arising from this lack of uniqueness we
make sure to use only fold-decompositions which comply with the following construction.
We start with a key de"nition.
De5nition 2.4. Suppose that D
i
is an embedded disc in MI
i
and that LD
i
"cXc
i
, c, c
i
arcs with cLKI
and c
i
LKI
i
and the set cWc
i
consists of two points, v
0
and v
1
, in C
i
, known as the vertices of D
i
. If
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Fig. 1. Positive and negative saddle curves.
Int(D
i
)WKI "0, then we say that D
i
is a spanning 2-gon for FI
i
relative to FI . Moreover, we shall say
that D
i
is essential if v
0
and v
1
lie in distinct curves of CI
i
.
A pair of essential 2-gons are similar if one may be deformed by an isotopy onto the other subject
to the restriction that its vertices stay within the same curves of CI
i
and its boundary arcs are
restricted to KI and KI
i
, respectively, throughout the isotopy.
We note that a spanning 2-gon for FI and FI
i
may be naturally partnered with a saddle of KI
i
in NI
i
.
In particular, the boundary arc in KI
i
may be viewed as one de"ning curve for a saddle. We establish
the convention that a de"ning arc for a saddle is positive if it is as on the left of Fig. 1 below and
negative if it is as on the right.
De5nition 2.5. A spanning 2-gon, D
i
, for FI and FI
i
is positive if the FI
i
-arc in LD
i
is a positive saddle
curve and negative if it is a negative saddle curve.
From now on we work with equivalence classes of essential 2-gons under the relation of
similarity, de"ned above.
We require next a means of distinguishing `smalla spanning 2-gons lying in the vicinity of the
intersection of FI and FI
i
from `largea 2-gons which extend further out into the ambient space MI
i
.
We do this by way of the next de"nition.
De5nition 2.6. Suppose that D
i
is an essential spanning 2-gon for FI
i
relative to FI . We say that D
i
is
visible with respect to FI
i
if Int(D
i
)WFI
i
"0. Otherwise D
i
is invisible with respect to FI
i
.
Remark 1. The notion of visiblity may be lifted to the universal covering space MI . We note,
moreover, that this is useful when we come to formulating an equivariant `crushinga algorithm.
If D
i
is a spanning 2-gon for FI and FI
i
and Int(D
i
)WFI
i
O0, then perturbing into general position
where necessary, the intersection of Int(D
i
) and FI
i
is seen to consist of a number of simple closed
curves and embedded images of the open interval (0, 1). We give such an example in Figs. 2 and 3.
We note that the closure of a component of the latter type may be a simple closed curve which
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Fig. 2. An invisible spanning 2-gon.
Fig. 3. A regular versus a non-regular fold-decomposition.
meets the FI
i
-arc of LD
i
in a single non-transverse point. We note that the number of intersection
components is a property which is not shared by all the 2-gons in a given similarity class. For
instance, trivial simple closed curves may arise by pushing feelers from D
i
across discs in FI
i
. To
avoid this problem, we suppose in the sequel that every spanning 2-gon is chosen within its
similarity class so as to minimize the number of its intersection components with FI
i
.
Suppose that D
i
is an invisible spanning 2-gon as above. In order to formulate a sensitive
measure of the degree of `invisibilitya of D
i
, we need to associate spanning 2-gons to the
intersection components of FI
i
with D
i
.
De5nition 2.7. Suppose that D
i
is a spanning 2-gon for FI
i
relative to FI and that some component of
Int(D
i
)WFI
i
is an arc, j
i
, the limit points of which are the vertices of D
i
. Then j
i
bounds a sub-2-gon
of D
i
together with the FI -boundary arc of D
i
, which is a spanning 2-gon, E
i
, for FI
i
and FI . We shall
say that E
i
de"ned in this way is a 2-gon associated with j
i
. We refer to D
i
and E
i
as nested 2-gons.
If j
i
is not of the above special form, we can de"ne a spanning 2-gon, E
i
, for FI
i
and FI having a FI
i
-
boundary arc which meets j
i
transversely in a single point and an FI -arc which is the same as that
for D
i
. In this case, we say that E
i
is a 2-gon associated with j
i
.
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Remark 2. A simple closed curve component in D
i
has a pair of 2-gons of opposite sign which may
be partnered with it.
De5nition 2.8. Let D
i
be an invisible spanning 2-gon for FI
i
relative to FI . We shall say that D
i
has
invisibility level 1 if Int(D
i
) meets FI
i
(minimally) in precisely one component. Suppose next that we
have de"ned all invisibility levels less than some n3N. We shall say that D
i
has invisibility level n if
each 2-gon associated with a component of Int(D
i
)WFI
i
has invisibility level less than n and some
such 2-gon has invisibility level equal to n!1.
We now have all the machinery we need to develop our construction of a canonical fold-
decomposition. In particular, we start by making the key observation that each component
sub-surface, FI s
i
, of FI
i
in a fold-decomposition for FI
i
relative to FI is determined up to isotopy of its
boundary curves by a "nite collection of essential spanning 2-gons. We produce a construction
wherein each of these 2-gons has the same invisibility level and they meet the same folds of FI
i
in the
fold-decomposition. A fold-decomposition constructed in this manner has the sought-after prop-
erty that it is fully-determined up to isotopy of the fold curves in FI and FI
i
.
We proceed by choosing FI 1
i
to be a connected sub-surface of FI
i
which is isotopic into some
sub-surface, FI 1, of FI , which n
1
-injects into FI
i
and which has the maximal fundamental group
subject to these constraints. Indeed, FI 1
i
is determined by a set, without loss of generality, D1`, of
like-signed visible spanning 2-gons for the pair (FI , FI
i
). That is, the FI 1
i
may be constructed by
fattening up the double curves in the collection CI
i
and then adding regular neighbourhoods of the
FI
i
boundary arcs of the spanning 2-gon discs. We note that these 2-gons generate, in general,
a much larger a collection of 2-gons under the operation of cut-and-paste. We further note that
only one of the two sign-classes of visible 2-gons produces a connected sub-surface in this way. We
note that KI 1
i
is unique up to isotopy of its boundary curves since adding an extra essential 2-gon
would either render the two resulting sub-surfaces non-isotopic (in the case of an invisible 2-gon) or
extend the sub-surface to one containing FI
1
, contradicting our assumption of maximality of the
fundamental group. We continue by constructing a collection of connected sub-surfaces, FI 2
i
,2FI s1i
each of which is de"ned in terms of 2-gons which are visible and of the opposite (i.e. `-a) sign to
those in the original D1`. We require, once more, that each of these sub-surfaces has maximal
fundamental group with respect to these constraints and that they exhaust all the visible spanning
2-gons of their sign. We continue by dealing with surfaces de"ned in terms of level one invisible
`#a signed 2-gons in the same manner, and so on inductively on invisibility level with alternating
sign. Eventually, we terminate with a fold-decomposition which we refer to as regular. Moreover, it
is easy to see that if a fold-decomposition is regular then its fold curves are uniquely determined up
to isotopy. From now on, we work with regular fold-decompositions. Suppose next that S is an
arbitrary surface with boundary. We de"ne the boundary reduced product over C,S ]
C
[0, 1], where
C is a collection of boundary components or segments of boundary components of S, to be the
quotient of the standard product, S][0, 1], by maps which collapse a][0, 1] to the segment a, for
every a3C. We use this notion to introduce a key de"nition.
De5nition 2.9. Let P and P
i
be a pair of planes in % and suppose that M(KI s, KI s
i
)Nmi
s/1
is a regular
fold-decomposition for FI
i
relative to FI . Suppose moreover, that KI s,p
i
is a connected sub-surface of
KI s
i
and that none of the boundary curves of KI s
i
is null-homotopic. A product region, RI s,p
i
, between
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FI and FI
i
in MI
i
is a compact, connected region in NI
i
for which there exists a sub-surface, KI s,p, of KI s,
a sub-collection, C (which may be empty) of boundary components of KI s,p
i
and a homeomorphism,
ts
i
: KI s,p
i
]c[0, 1]PRI s,p
i
, (2.6)
: KI s,p
i
]M0NCKI s,p
i
, (2.7)
: KI s,p
i
,]M1NCKI s,p. (2.8)
We note that for each product region, RI s,p
i
, there exists a collection of spanning 2-gons for that
region. We shall say that a product region, RI s,p
i
, is visible if each of its spanning 2-gons is disjoint
from the sheet FI
i
. The invisibility level of an invisible product region, RI s,p
i
, is taken to be the
maximal invisibility level of any spanning 2-gon for that product region. We note also that
a product region, RI s,p
i
, lifts to an in"nite collection of regions, also known as product regions in MI .
We use ;I s,p
i
to denote the union of all these lifts.
We generalize next Lemma (1.4.1) of [11].
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f : RPM is a quasi-xnite, n
1
-injective immersion with a simple covering
family P and that P and P
i
are distinct intersecting planes in P for which stab (P, P
i
) is a free group of
rank at least two. Suppose moreover that M(KI s, KI s
i
)Nmi
s/1
is a regular fold-decomposition for FI
i
relative to
FI . Then for each ordered pair, (KI s, KI s
i
), in the fold-decomposition, there exists a set of sub-surfaces,
MKI s,1,2, KI s,ni,sN, of KI s and a corresponding set of isotopic sub-surfaces, MKI s,1i ,2, KI s,ni,si N, such that
6ni,s
p/1
KI s,p"KI s and 6ni,s
p/1
KI s,p
i
"KI s
i
. Moreover, these sub-surfaces dexne product regions,
MRI s,1
i
,2,RI s,ni,si N, according to Dexnition 2.9 above.
Proof. We note "rstly that the boundary curves of KI s and KI s
i
form two parallel collections of
embedded essential curves in MI
i
. The annulus theorem then allows us to construct embedded
annuli between each homotopic pair. We note that the same conclusion may be reached by
applying Waldhausen's isotopy argument [15]. That is to say, we look at the pull-back of C
i
under
the isotopy from KI s to KI s
i
. Waldhausen's lemma enables us to make this into a collection of annuli.
The sets MKI s,pNni
p/1
and MKI s,p
i
Nni
p/1
may then be obtained by splitting along the curves of C
i
, where
this collection is non-empty. It follows that KI s,p and KI s,p
i
carry the same sub-group of
stab(P, P
i
), p"1,2, ni. Indeed for this to fail to be the case would require the existence of an
essential curve, a
i
, in KI s,p
i
which is parallel to an essential curve, a, in some KI
s,q
, pOq. The
n
1
-injectivity of f forces both of these curves to be parallel to some member of C
i
. It then follows
since P is simple that we can construct an annulus running between a and a
i
which is disjoint from
both FI and FI
i
. The conclusion is immediate. h
We write RI s
i
to denote the union of these product regions for a given value of s and refer to it as
a region of parallelism for FI
i
relative to FI . We write ;I s
i
for the union of all lifts of RI s
i
to MI .
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that f : RPM and f @: RPM are as dexned in Section 1 above. The pair planes
P@ and P@
i
in P@ for which P@"U(P) and P@
i
"U(P
i
) project to surfaces, FI @ and FI @
i
, in MI @
i
which have
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a regular fold-decomposition. Moreover, for each fold curve, c, in FI there exists a fold curve, c@, in FI @ for
which
[c@]"uH([c]). (2.9)
Proof. We start with some sub-surface, KI s, of KI in the fold-decomposition and let KI @ denote some
core for FI @. We may similarly de"ne a corresponding connected, compact surface, KI {s, of KI @ for
which
n
1
(KI @s)"uH(n1(KI s)). (2.10)
We may then de"ne the covering space MI s
i
of MI
i
for which n
1
(MI s
i
)"n
1
(FI s). Likewise, we may
de"ne the covering space MI @s
i
of MI @
i
, where n
1
(MI @s
i
)"n
1
(FI @s). Denoting the group n
1
(Gs
i
) by Gs
i
and
n
1
(MI @s
i
) by G@s
i
, we have by the theorem of Scott and Swarup, [14] that the ends of the pair
( fH(n1(R)), Gsi) correspond to those of the pair ( f @H)(n1(R)), uH(Gsi)). Moreover these `group endsa are
just the homotopy classes of the boundary curves of KI s
i
and KI @s
i
, respectively. Hence it follows that
there exists a sub-surface, KI @s
i
, of KI @
i
which is isotopic into KI @s and we are able to conclude, since
this is the case for each s that the fold-decomposition carries across via uH. It is then easy to verify
that the resulting fold-decomposition for FI @
i
relative to FI @ is regular. h
Remark 3. We may choose a regular fold-decomposition so that its fold curves fail to co-bound
any 2-gon discs in FI or 3-gon discs in FI !Int(6mi
s/1
KI s). In the sequel, we suppose that this is the
case.
We illustrate how folding lifts to the universal cover, MI , in Fig. 4. In particular, we illustrate two
spanning 2-gons which have opposite sign.
Having de"ned regular fold-decompositions equivariantly for all the pairs of planes, P and P
i
, in
P, we would like to crush all the product regions, as we did in [11]. Disregarding temporarily, the
obvious issue of equivariance, we make the following key de"nition.
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De5nition 2.10. Suppose that M(KI s, KI s
i
)Nmi
s/1
, is a regular fold-decomposition for FI
i
relative to FI .
A map ss,p
i
: FI
i
PMI
i
is a product-crushing on RI s,p
i
if it has the following properties:
1. the product region RI s,p
i
is visible,
2. the map ss,p
i
is isotopic to the identity,
3. ss,p
i
(x)"Ws,p
i
(x,1), for all x3KI s,p
i
,
4. if RI s,p
i
shares annular boundary components with some other RI t,q
i
(where it may be the case that
s"t) then ss,p
i
coincides with the identity on KI t,q
i
, outside of a small collaring, AI , of KI s,p
i
by
annuli contained in KI t,q
i
. Moreover, any point x3AI is mapped to Wt,q
i
(x, u), for some u3(0, 1).
We continue with graphic illustrations of some aspects of folded immersed surfaces. In particu-
lar, if f : RPM is folded, then we may have a pair of intersecting planes, P and P
i
, which project to
non-homeomorphic embedded surfaces in their common stabilizer space MI
i
. In Fig. 5, we give an
example in which FI is a four-times-punctured sphere and FI
i
is a twice-punctured torus. The core
KI
i
is split by the fold-decomposition into a pair MKI 1
i
, KI 2
i
N. We illustrate the corresponding pair of
sub-surfaces, MKI 1, KI 2N, of KI in Fig. 5. The sequence of diagrams in Fig. 6 helps us visualize the
folding as the curves of CI
i
are deformed over the surface saddles. In another situation, we may have
a pair of planes, P and P
i
which project in MI
i
to a pair of homeomorphic embedded surfaces with
non-isotopic cores. We illustrate this behaviour in Fig. 7, where FI and FI
i
are both twice-punctured
genus two surfaces. We next provide a simple example of a folded, quasi-"nite immersion. In
particular, we might start with the pair of surfaces in Fig. 7 above. Suppose then, that annuli,
A
ac
and A
bd
, are added, the boundary components of which are shared with the boundary curves, a,
of KI and c of KI
i
in the "rst instance and b of KI and d of KI
i
in the second. This closes up the pair in
the common stabilizer cover MI
i
. Moreover, the surface remains n
1
-injective. We next fatten this
surface up to give us a compact 3-manifold with two genus six boundary surfaces. Doubling this
manifold we obtain a folded immersion of a closed surface into a closed 3-manifold. We may even
generalize this further to make use of an arbitrary number of sheets with ends identi"ed in a variety
of ways, there by giving rise to a large class of examples.
We remark at this stage that the folding FI
i
with respect to FI is not an entirely symmetric process.
In particular, we may "nd that 6mi
s/1
KI s is contained in but is not equal to KI . Choosing the
fold-decomposition so as to have no complementary 3-gons, as mentioned earlier, means that
6mi
s/1
KI s will be a connected surface which is a deformation retract of KI . In particular, adding some
annuli along the boundary curves of 6mi
s/1
KI s gives KI . Hence, we assume from this point on, that for
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Fig. 6. Deforming CI
i
across the saddles in a folded surface.
each regular fold-decomposition of a surface, FI
i
with respect to FI has the property that
6mi
s/1
KI s"KI . We refer to such a fold-decomposition as regular and symmetric.
3. Product-crushed immersions
We commence by de"ning what is meant by a product-crushed immersion, which we later show is
a canonical form in the homotopy class of a 4-plane, quasi-"nite immersed surface. We deal with
immersions of surfaces of genus at least two, since immersions of the torus satisfy the 1-line
property and are treated in [9].
De5nition 3.1. Suppose that f : RPM is a quasi-"nite immersion of a surface, R, of genus at least
two and that each pair of distinct, intersecting planes, P and P
i
, in the simple covering family P,
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project to surfaces, FI and FI
i
, in the common stabilizer cover, MI
i
, which meet either in a single
curve, c
i
, or in a "nite collection, <I
i
, of compact sub-surfaces all which n
1
-inject into FI . Further
suppose that a connected non-simply-connected product region between FI and FI
i
may be
homotoped either into the curve c
i
, in the case of the former, or into a single component of L<I
i
, in
the case of the latter. Then we shall say that f is a product-crushed immersion.
Remark 4. If f is 1}1 projective, then a product-crushed immersion is a 1-tree immersion.
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In the sequel, we shall refer to a product region which satis"es the second condition of De"nition
3.1 above as inessential.
Suppose next that f is a product-crushed immersion. We write K
i
to denote the set of lifts into
MI of the boundary curves of the members of<I
i
. We then use K to denote the union of all these sets
for the di!erent pairs of intersecting planes in MI , and K(1) to denote the set of all single line
intersection components in MI . We then write KH"KXK(1). Moreover, we use < to denote the set
of all lifts to MI of the sub-surfaces in each collection of the form <I
i
. Bearing this notation in mind,
we re"ne De"nition 3.1 above further in order to obtain a canonical con"guration.
De5nition 3.2. We shall say that a product-crushed immersion, f : RPM, is standard if it satis"es
the following conditions:
1. each sub-surface in each collection, <I
i
, is the degenerate case of a regular symmetric fold-
decomposition, where the sub-surface pairs totally coincide,
2. if a pair of surfaces, <
1
and <
2
, in the collection < meet in a compact set, then that set is single
2-disc,
3. the members of KH co-bound no 2-gon discs in any plane of P,
4. no two lines in KH bound a strip in a plane of P,
5. no three members of<, which lie in a single plane in P and derive from four distinct planes in P,
meet in a compact, contractible set,
6. no three double lines arising from the intersections of three distinct planes in P meet in
a non-transverse point,
7. no plane, P3P, has a non-compact component of self-intersection.
We note that condition 4 implies that f has no n-gon prism regions in MI , for any n3N.
Moreover, we note that a standard product-crushed immersion lifts to a collection of planes, P,
which are not simple. In particular, a plane in P may have self-intersections which are 2-discs.
These correspond to regions common to pairs of surfaces <I
i
, for the pair FI and FI
i
.
De5nition 3.3. Let e : B3PMI be an embedding of the 3-ball into the universal cover of M for
which eDL(B3) maps into XP. We shall say that the image, B"e(B3), is a complementary ball for f.
A complementary ball is n
1
(M)-equivariant if it is disjoint from each of its n
1
(M)-translates and
innermost if its interior is disjoint from XP. Suppose, next that B is a complementary ball for f and
LBL nZ
i/1
P
i
, (3.1)
where MP
i
Nn
i/1
is a collection of distinct planes in P. A face of B is a 2-disc in LB which lies in a single
plane in the family MP
i
Nn
i/1
and is maximal with this property. An edge of B is a maximal boundary
segment of a face of B which lies in XK and a vertex of B is a point of intersection of two edges of B.
We suppose from now on that the immersion f is oriented and that the planes in P are assigned
positive and negative sides equivariantly in accordance with the orientation on f. We write P`1
i
to
denote the closed half-space in MI consisting of points either on the positive side of the plane P
i
or
on the plane itself. Likewise P~1
i
denotes the closed half-space on the negative side of P
i
.
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De5nition 3.4. Let B be a complementary ball for P with faces in the s-tuple of distinct planes,
(P
1
,2, Ps). If B lies in the intersection of closed half-spaces, P
o
1
1
W2WPos
s
, then we call the s-tuple
(o
1
,2, os) the intersection index of B.
We use the boundary structure of a complementary ball as a means of classi"cation.
De5nition 3.5. We shall say that a complementary ball, „, is a tetrahedron for f if it has precisely
four 3-gon faces, six edges and four vertices. A complementary ball, F is a football for f if it has
precisely three 2-gon faces, three edges and two vertices.
We focus "rstly on complementary tetrahedra. In particular, we shall say that a tetrahedral
region is small if it has no proper sub-tetrahedra.
We note that an innermost tetrahedron need not embed under projection into M. In particular, it
may share boundary with some n
1
(M)-translate of itself. The simplest example of this is a tetrahed-
ron,T, with a face in each component of the quadruple, (P, g.P, g2.P, g3.P), which shares a vertex
with the translate gT for some g3n
1
(M). We illustrate this in Fig. 8.
De5nition 3.6. We shall say that a tetrahedron,T, for P is transverse if all its edges are segments of
transverse lines in the collection K(1).
Remark 5. If f is a general position immersion, then any pair of planes which meet in a single
component, do so in a transverse line. If, however, f is a product-crushed immersion, then there
may be lines in K(1) which are not transverse.
As it transpires, transverse complementary tetrahedra pose some problems. Indeed, we deal with
these in detail in a forthcoming paper, [12]. In particular, we note that the chosen lift of the
homotopy equivalence, u8 : MI PMI @, might reverse a transverse tetrahedron by deforming one of its
face over the opposing vertex without introducing any circles of intersection. Bearing this in mind,
we restrict our attention to immersed surfaces without transverse tetrahedra. Indeed, we note that if
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f is a general position immersion with the 4-plane property, then it has no complementary
tetrahedra at all. However, as we homotop the immersion to achieve the product-crushed
condition in the sequel, we may tetrahedra but they will be non-transverse.
De5nition 3.7. We shall say that a n
1
-injective immersion f : RPM is weakly-tetrahedral if P has
no transverse tetrahedra.
In [11], we noted that slightly stronger and more combinatorial condition than that of being
weakly-tetrahedral could be phrased to require that given four planes in P which meet pairwise,
there is a choice of three of these planes which do not meet in a compact set. This might then be
viewed as a very weak analogue of general position.
In the sequel we refer to an immersion which is both standard product-crushed and weakly-
tetrahedral as a strong product-crushed immersion.
We next develop a means of comparing complementary tetrahedra for P and P@.
De5nition 3.8. Suppose that f : RPM and f @ : RPM@, de"ned as above, are standard product-
crushed immersions. We shall say that a complementary tetrahedron, T, for P with faces in the
quadruple of planes, (P, P
i
, P
j
, P
k
), corresponds to a complementary tetrahedron,T@, for P@ if it has
faces in the corresponding quadruple of planes, (P@, P@
i
, P@
j
, P@
k
), under the bijection, U. The corre-
spondence is proper if the intersection index of T@ is identical to that of T in the corresponding
components and reverse if it is the negative in each component of that of T. Finally, we shall say
that a tetrahedron, T, with faces as above has a degenerate correspondence with a compact,
contractible region, C@, if C@"P@WP@
i
WP@
j
WP@
k
in P@.
Lemma 3.1. If f : RPM and f @: RPM@ are strong product-crushed, immersions dexned as above,
then each complementary tetrahedron, T, for P has a proper correspondence with a complementary
tetrahedron, T@, for P@.
Proof. We examine the possibility of reverse correspondence. Since both immersions are weakly-
tetrahedral, T is not transverse. Hence it has an edge which is not a segment of a transverse
intersection line. Suppose, without loss of generality, that this line, j
i
, lies in K
i
for some pair of
planes P and P
i
. Reverse correspondence requires a tetrahedron which is contained in the opposite
half-spaces. The planes P and P
i
, however, meet in a sub-surface on the other side of j
i
and
a tetrahedron is not possible without violating the no 2-gon property for KH. h
We next focus on a single plane, P, in the covering family P. By equivariance, the patterns of
intersection lines in P will transfer directly to that in any other plane in P. We proceed by
examining 3-gon discs in P, that is embedded discs in P, with boundary segments in precisely three
lines of KH.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that f : RPM is a strong product-crushed, immersion and suppose that D is
a 3-gon disc in a plane, P, in the covering family P, which reverse corresponds to a 3-gon, D@, in
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P@"U(P) and D shares a vertex and sub-segments of two edges with a proper sub-3-gon, D
1
, of D. Then
either D
1
reverse corresponds to a 3-gon, D@
1
, in P@ or there exists a 3-gon disc, D
2
, conxgured as in
Fig. 9, which reverse corresponds to some 3-gon disc, D@
2
, in P@.
Proof. Since f is a standard product-crushed immersion, the members of KH co-bound no 2-gon
discs in P. Hence, it follows that if D reverse corresponds to D@, and D
1
properly corresponds to D@
1
,
then the boundary segments of D and D
1
which lie opposite their common vertex must belong to
lines which meet in a triple point. If this were not the case, the relative position of these lines in
P would be reversed for their counterparts in P@. This, however, would only be possible if the pair of
lines were to co-bound a strip in P, contrary to condition 4 in De"nition 3.2 above. h
We next generalize Theorem 1.2 of [11].
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that f : RPM is a strong product-crushed immersion of a closed, orientable
surface, not S2, and M is a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold. Suppose moreover that M@ is an
irreducible, closed 3-manifold, that / : MPM@ is a homotopy equivalence and f @ : RPM is a strong
product-crushed immersion, where f @K/ " f. Then M@ is homeomorphic to M.
Proof. We claim that the 2-complexes XP and XP@ are equivariantly isomorphic with respect to
the bijection U. To see this, it su$ces to show that a 1-complex for XKH in P is equivariantly
isomorphic to one for the corresponding collection, KH@, in P@. We start by focussing on the
intersection set of P with a distinct plane P
i
. If PWP
i
is a single line j
i
, then it is easy to see that
P@WP@
i
will consist of a single line j@
i
, for which stab(j@
i
)"uH(stab(ji)). If, on the other hand,
working in MI
i
, we have that FI WFI
i
, is a "nite collection of surfaces <I
i
, which satisfy the conditions
of De"nition 3.1, then we have a bijection,
U
i
: K
i
PK@
i
, (3.2)
: j
i
C j@
i
, (3.3)
where stab(j@
i
)"uH(stab(ji)), by condition 1 of De"nition 3.2 above.
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Next we turn to examining triples of planes in P and compare them with their counterparts in
P@. In particular, we examine 3-gon discs in the plane P. Suppose then that D is a 3-gon in P which
has at least two boundary segments, j
i1
and j
i2
, in the same family K
i
and a third, j
j
, in the
greater KH. We shall call such a 3-gon, a good 3-gon. We note moreover, that a good 3-gon which
has all three edges in a single family K
i
automatically has a properly corresonding 3-gon in P@ by
condition 1 of De"nition 3.2 and the de"nition of a regular symmetric fold-decomposition. If, on
the other hand, D has boundary segments, no two of which derive from the intersection set of the
same two planes, then we shall say that D is a bad 3-gon.
Suppose next that D is a bad 3-gon. Then we claim that it properly corresponds to some 3-gon,
D@, in the plane P@, by the conditions of De"nition 3.2 above. In particular, condition 3 of De"nition
3.2 excludes any 2-gon discs bounded by segments from lines in KH and condition 3 excludes strips
in P. It remains to show, however, that for each bad 3-gon disc in P there exists a bad 3-gon disc in
PI @ which lies in the intersection of corresponding half-planes de"ned by corresponding lines of KH.
By condition 4 of De"nition 3.2, no 3-gon in P results from intersection of P with a 3-gon prism.
Moreover, since f is weakly-tetrahedral, Lemma 3.1 gives us the desired correspondence between
3-gons which are faces of complementary tetrahedra. Hence we need only consider bad 3-gons
which occur in neither of these contexts. To be precise, such a 3-gon must have vertices on multiple
lines which have neither a common cyclic stabilizer nor a common multiple point. It follows,
however, that this 3-gon must have a corresponding 3-gon in P@ and that 3-gon must lie in the
intersection of the corresponding half-planes. Indeed for the 3-gon in P@ to lie in the opposite
half-planes requires the presence of forbidden 2-gons, as shown in Fig. 10 and we have proved our
claim. If, on the other hand, D is a good 3-gon which reverse corresponds to some D@ in P@, then we
seek an algorithm which reverses D, without introducing any 2-gon discs into the planes of P. In
order to do this, we must show that there are only "nitely many stab(P)-orbits of good 3-gons in
P which reverse correspond to their counterparts in P@. This amounts, however, to demonstrating
there to be a maximal such 3-gon in every ascending chain of inclusions. We show more than this;
namely that an in"nite chain of nested 3-gons in P cannot arise in the case of an immersed surface
of genus at least two } the interesting case in our analysis. To see this, we note that such a feature
would require the boundary lines for the 3-gons to divide into three collections, wherein every line
meets every line in the two collections other than that to which it belongs in a single point. For this
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to occur requires, however, that the lines in each in"nite family share a cyclic stabilizer sub-group.
We exclude this by equipping P with a hyperbolic structure.
We seek next a way of systematically decreasing the number of stab(P)-orbits of 3-gons in
P which reverse correspond to their counterparts in P@. If this number is non-zero, we claim that
there exists an innermost 3-gon in P which reverse corresponds to a 3-gon in P@. We prove this as
follows:
Suppose the contrary. Suppose, in addition, that there is some non-innermost 3-gon, D, which
reverse corresponds to a 3-gon D@. By Lemma 3.2 above, either there exists a sub-3-gon, D
1
, of D,
which shares a common vertex with *, and reverse corresponds to some D@
1
, or there exists a 3-gon,
D
2
, con"gured as in Fig. 9, which reverse corresponds to some D@
2
, in P@. We construct sequences of
3-gons by this method. It follows that the only way to avoid having an innermost 3-gon which
reverse corresponds to its counterpart in P@, is if every such sequence extends in"nitely. But an
in"nite sequence of 3-gons must return to the stab (P)-orbit of one of its members on in"nitely
many occasions. Indeed, the sub-sequence of reverse corresponding 3-gons must project into some
in"nite cyclic covering of the manifold in such a way that their union winds around an essential
loop in some non-plane surface lift. It is therefore impossible to homotopically reverse such
a 3-gon, giving us a contradiction.
We perform a 3-gon move over an innermost good 3-gon disc which reverse corresponds to its
counterpart until no such 3-gons remain and all the good 3-gons in P properly correspond to those
in P@.
As in [9] and [11], we construct a homeomorphism between regular neighbourhoods of the
surfaces, F in M and F@ in M@ and extend this over the n
1
-injective complementary handlebodies in
both manifolds. h
4. Visibility and nesting of product regions
In this section, we show how to homotop a n
1
-injective immersion which is quasi-"nite and
satis"es the 4-plane property to a strong product-crushed immersion. The "rst step in our
argument de"nes product regions in MI for all the pairs of planes for which the associated
product-crushing maps may be ordered and executed equivariantly. To achieve this, we follow the
approach initiated in [11] for 1}1-projective immersion. In particular, we recall an important
de"nition from [11].
De5nition 4.1. We shall say that a collection, R, of product regions for f in MI is regular if the
following conditions hold:
1. R is closed under the action of n
1
(M). We call such a collection n
1
(M)-equivariant.
2. IfR
i
denotes the product regions inR de"ned between the planes P and P
i
, then there exists no
product region between P and P
i
which is disjoint from 6R
i
. That is, the region of parallelism
carries stab(P, P
i
).
3. No two regions in R
i
have intersecting interiors.
4. No pair of vertical boundary strips for regions in R have edges in which co-bound a 2-gon disc
in P.
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5. No pair of vertical boundary strips for regions in R meet in a closed curve.
6. There exists no non-compact curve in MI , which projects to a closed curve in M and lies in 6R
but is not contained in the union of any "nite set of regions in R.
We note that condition 1 above allows us to work for the most part with the sub-collection,R
P
, of
product regions de"ned between P and the other planes in P. We next generalize, the claim of [11],
that such a collection may always be found.
Lemma 4.1. A quasi-xnite immersion, f : RPM, always has a regular collection of product regions
in MI .
Proof. We proceed constructively by starting with an arbitrary pair of planes, P, and P
i
and
choosing cores, KI and KI
i
, for FI and FI
i
together with product regions in MI
i
, derived from
a standard symmetric fold-decomposition, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 above. In particular, we
re"ne this process slightly by choosing each vertical boundary annulus to be least area. We then
take all the lifts of these product regions to MI , together with all their translates under
stab(P)/stab(P, P
i
) and add these to the, initially empty, collectionR. We note that a product region
for P and P
i
is set-wise stabilized under the sub-group stab(P, P
i
). We repeat this for the remaining
pairs of planes in P, one of which is always the reference plane P. The collection which results is
n
1
(M)-equivariant, since our process makes sure that all the translates of a product region inR are
present in R. Moreover, since we start with regions of parallelism for planes P and P
i
and divide
them up into product regions, we have conditions 2 and 3 of De"nition 4.1 as well. Moreover, since
the vertical boundary strips are area-minimizing, our construction satis"es condition 5 as well. We
note, however, that as it stands R need not satisfy conditions 4. We deal with this by focussing on
the plane P. According to our construction, each of the vertical boundary strips for the regions in
R
P
projects in the appropriate common stabilizer cover to an annulus with a boundary component
shared with a component of the boundary of KI . Giving P a hyperbolic metric, we straighten the
lines of K to geodesics, removing 2-gons by the usual cut-and-paste techniques, whilst retaining the
properties 1}3 and 5 above. We note that any 2-gon which survives this process could only occur
between a pair of lines in K which bound in"nitely many 2-gons and therefore share an in"nite
cyclic stabilizer sub-group of n
1
(M). Moreover, such a pair of lines must be of the form l and gl
where g3stab(P) or the cut-and-paste argument could still be applied. From this we conclude,
however, that l"gn l for some n’1 and we contradict either the property QF2 or the fact that
f does not factor through a covering.
The signi"cance of condition 6 derives from the fact that our ultimate goal is to crush all the
product regions. So, in particular, we do not want to crush an essential loop by accident. To
achieve 6, we observe "rstly that the excluded situation is precisely that of a non-compact curve
passing through each member of some family, Mgn;I s,p
i
N=
n/0
, where g3n
1
(M) outside of stab(P,P
i
)
and;I s,p
i
3R
P
. Now property QF2 ensures that any strip contained in 6Mgn;I s,p
i
N=
n/0
also lies in the
union of some "nite sub-collection. Moreover, there is a perturbation of these regions which
achieves the desired result. To see this, we need only consider the translates under the cyclic group
SgT of some compact sub-region of ;I s,p
i
. We make this perturbation equivariant and su$ciently
small to retain properties 1}5.
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De5nition 4.2. We shall say that a product region, ;I s,p
i
, between P and P
i
nests another product
region,;I t,q
j
, between P and P
j
if ;I t,q
j
L;I s,p
i
and ;I s,p
i
projects to a compact region in MI
j
. We shall
further say that a regular collection,R, of product regions is nested if whenever a pair,;I s,p
i
and;I t,q
j
,
in R meet and ;I s,p
i
W;I t,q
j
projects into MI
i
to a compact, connected region with free fundamental
group of rank at least two, then the regions are nested. We equip a nested collection, R, with
a partial ordering, p
/%45
, where the lesser region is nested by the greater region.
We note that chains in (R, p
/%45
) are "nite by property QF2. We further note that if ;I s,p
i
and
;I t,q
j
are nested regions, then n
1
-injectivity of f ensures that P
i
and P
j
are distinct planes. Otherwise,
using the 1}1 projection property, we could construct an annulus in MI
i
with boundary curves
which are non-homotopic on FI
i
.
We next amalgamate the two concepts of visibility and nesting, both of which are crucial to any
product-crushing procedure.
De5nition 4.3. We shall say that a collection,R, of product regions for the immersion, f, is visibility
nested if it is nested and every product region is visible.
We restate a de"nition from [11] here for convenience.
De5nition 4.4. We shall say that a ball, BI
j
, contained in a product region,;I t,q
j
is a crushable region
if there exists an n-gon disc, *, in P and another, *
j
, which either lies in P
j
or a vertical boundary
strip of ;I t,q
j
, and a homeomorphism
P
j
: *
j
]
C
[0, 1]PBI
j
, (4.1)
: *
j
]M0NC*
j
, (4.2)
: *
j
]M1NC*, (4.3)
where C is a sub-collection of the edges of D
j
. We then use the homeomorphism P to de"ne
a product-crushing map for BI
j
by
n
j
: P
j
PMI ,
: xCn
j
(x,1),x3*
j
,
which is isotopic to the identity outside of a small collaring of D
j
and produces no new double
curves for f.
We note, furthermore, that a pair of product regions, ;I s,p
i
and ;I t,q
j
, in the sub-collection, R
P
, of
a regular familyR, which meet in a compact region, meet in a crushable region, see [11] for details.
We use these product-crushing maps on crushable regions to construct a visibility nested
collection of product regions from the regular collection obtained at the end of the proof of Lemma
4.1 above.
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Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the product regions,;I s,p
i
for P and P
i
and;I t, q
j
for P and P
j
, inR
P
, meet in
a crushable region, BI , with horizontal boundary faces in the planes P and P
j
, If P
j
meets the interior of
BI , then it must split BI horizontally into a pair of crushable sub-regions.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the plane P
j
has no transverse self-intersec-
tions. h
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that f : RPM is a quasi-xnite immersion with a regular collection of product
regions, obtained as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 above. Then there exists an immersion, f
1
:RPM, in the
homotopy class of f which has a visibility nested collection, R
1
, of product regions.
Proof. We start with the regular collection R.
Step 1: We apply the algorithm of Section 4 in [9] to remove 2-gons with boundary edges in
XL
i
for which both vertices lie in a third intersection line not contained in P. We note that some
2-gons may still survive which result from the intersection of P with product regions crossing P.
Step 2: Using Lemma 4.2 above, we are able to conclude that by always looking at crushable
regions with no crushable sub-regions, we respect visibility. Suppose then that BI
j
";I s,p
i
W;I t,q
j
has
no crushable sub-regions. It may still happen that a third product region, ;I v,r
k
, meets BI
j
but not,
however, in a crushable region. We have, however, from the 4-plane property of the original
immersion that some pair from MP, P
i
, P
j
, P
k
N are disjoint. Suppose then that P and P
i
are disjoint.
It follows upon projection into MI
i
, that each of P
j
and P
k
must meet one of P or P
i
. We consider the
following possibilities:
1. Neither P
j
nor P
k
meets P. It follows that the planes, P
i
, P
j
and P
k
mutually intersect. The
common region is then easily seen to be crushable and we contradict the assumption that BI
j
has
no such sub-regions.
2. Precisely one of P
j
and P
k
meets P. We suppose, without loss of generality, that P
j
meets P and
therefore P
k
meets P
i
and not P. It follows, however, that one of ;I r
k
W BI
j
or ;I v,r
k
W BI c
j
must be
crushable, once more contradicting the initial assumption.
3. Both P
j
and P
k
meet P. The 4-plane property prevents the intersection of a fourth product
region with BI
j
W ;I v,r
k
.
We conclude that the worst possible situation is one where a crushable region, BI
j
, meets a product
region, ;I v, r
k
, in such a way that P
k
divides BI
j
into sub-regions, none of which is crushable. In this
case, P
k
meets both of the discs, * and *
j
and it must split one of the vertical faces of BI
j
to give
a sub-3-gon.
Step 2: Suppose that product regions;I s,p
i
and;I t,q
j
inR
P
meet in a crushable region, BI
j
with no
crushable sub-regions. If BI
j
meets no other product region, ;I v,r
k
3R
P
, in a region whose interior
meets the plane P
k
, we perform the crushing, n
j
, for BI
j
. We have from condition 6 of De"nition 4.1
that this is equivariant. If, on the other hand, BI
j
does intersect some ;I v,r
k
so that P
k
meets its
interior, we consider the entire collection of 3-gon sub-discs in the vertical faces of BI
j
. These arise
from the intersection of BI
j
with a collection of planes which are disjoint by the 4-plane property.
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Suppose that we choose P
k
which contributes an edge to one of these 3-gons which is innermost.
This 3-gon must share a vertex with BI
j
. If it is the face of a tetrahedron, we deform P
k
equivariantly
in a small neighbourhood of this face across the opposite vertex without otherwise altering the
double curves of f. If it is not the face of a tetrahedron, we deform P
k
so as to collapse a pair of edges
of the 3-gon face together. To see that this may be done equivariantly, we suppose that we have
a worst case scenario, where the 3-gon, D, shares a vertex, v, with g.D, for some g3n
1
(M). It follows
that D has boundary in segments from three lines of the form j,g.j and g2j. Hence D meets g~1D in
the vertex g~1v and D meets no other translate h.D by any h3n
1
(M). We then proceed by choosing
the edge with endpoints v and g~1v and #atten either of the two remaining edges onto it.
We repeat this process until BI
j
acquires an innermost crushable sub-region, upon which we
perform a product-crushing map. We note that this innermost crushable region might have the
simplest boundary structure of two 0-gon faces meeting in a single simple closed curve. We
continue with this procedure, noting that independent crushings may combine to split of a new
crushable region with two 0-gon faces. We crush these as well, repeating until no crushable region
remains. We further note, that whilst the 4-plane property is lost with the creation of new
non-transverse intersections, the same reasoning is still valid at each stage. Indeed, we are in fact
using only the weakly-tetrahedral property which is retained throughout.
Step 3: Suppose that the product regions ;I s,p
i
and ;I t,q
j
met originally in a crushable region, BI ,
which has been crushed as in Step 2 above. We still have a disc, D
i
, in P
i
and a ball, EI
i
, in ;I s,p
i
for
which there is a homeomorphism,
!
i
: D
i
]
C
[0, 1]PEI
i
(4.6)
:D
i
]M0NCD
i
(4.7)
:D
i
]M1NCD, (4.8)
where C is a sub-collection of the edges of the disc *
i
. A product-crushing map for EI
i
is given by
c
i
: P
i
CMI (4.9)
:xC C
i
(x, 1). (4.10)
We use these maps to crush each innermost region, EI
i
, of this form equivariantly, repeating until
none remain.
Step 4: Suppose next that ;I s,p
i
and ;I t,q
j
are regions in the updated collection, R, which meet in
a non-compact region, <I . It may happen that <I has 2-gon faces in precisely one of the planes P
i
or
P
j
. Suppose the former. By deforming the plane P
j
over a small neighbourhood of every such 2-gon
disc, we are able to remove these faces. For a 2-gon face, D
i
, we denote this move by b(D
i
). The fact
that the original immersion had the 4-plane property and the nature of our subsequent modi"ca-
tions, guarantees the existence of an innermost 2-gon at each stage. We then perform b(D
i
)
equivariantly for an innermost D
i
and repeat until we have no 2-gon discs in P. We continue with
the modi"ed set of product regions.
Step 5: It remains to consider pairs, ;I s,p
i
and ;I t,q
j
which meet in a non-compact region with no
compact faces. We sub-divide these regions according to the following scheme: If ;I s,p
i
contains
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;I t,q
j
but does not nest it, we project into MI
i
and construct a maximal set of least area, non-parallel,
annuli, for which each annulus has one boundary component in KI
i
and the other a curve in p8
i
(Kt,q
j
),
where p8
i
: MI PMI
i
is the covering map, which is not parallel to any curve in p8
i
(Ks,p
i
). We split
RI s,p
i
along these annuli and lift to MI . If, on the other hand, neither of ;I s,p
i
and ;I t,q
j
contains the
other, we project the regions into MI
i
and construct a maximal set of least area, non-parallel,
disjoint annuli, each having one boundary curve in KI and the other in p8
i
(P
i
WP
j
). Once again, we
split ;I s,p
i
and ;I t,q
j
along these annuli and lift to MI . We repeat this process until no such regions
remain in R.
We write f
1
: RPM for the new immersion andR
1
for the modi"ed collection of product regions.
It is easy to see that R
1
is a nested family. Moreover the fact that every product region in R
1
is
visible follows since all the crushable regions resulting from the pairwise intersections of product
regions have been crushed. h
We now "nd ourselves in a position to prove the key lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that f
1
and R
1
are as above. Then there exists a strong product-crushed
immersion, f
2
: RPM, in the homotopy class of f
1
.
We prove this using an explicit procedure for achieving a strong product-crushed immersion,
given a visibility nested collection of product regions, R
1
, for f
1
.
Step 1: We choose a product region, ;I s,p
i
, which is minimal with respect to p
nest
in R
1
and
perform the product-crushing map, ss,p
i
, equivariantly. We then continue by choosing a new region,
;I t,q
j
, which is minimal amongst all uncrushed regions. Condition 6 of De"nition 4.1 ensures that
this process may be repeated until all members ofR
1
have been exhausted. The reason this process
terminates is owed to two factors, the "rst being that the number of distinct planes crossing P is
"nite up to the action of stab(P). To see this, we project into MR where the the surface FR is compact.
The second is that 1-1 projectivity implies that no product region in R
P
nests a translate of itself
under an element of stab(P).
Step 2: We equivariantly collapse all strips bounded by lines in the collection XMKs,p
i
:;I s,p
i
3R
P
N
which are not edges of n-gon prisms, to multiple lines.
Step 3: We use the following procedure, generalizing that of Hass and Scott [9, Section 4] to
collapse all n-gon prism regions to multiple lines.
Suppose that <I is an n-gon prism region for the modi"ed immersion f
2
and that <I is set-wise
stabilized by the in"nite cyclic subgroup, ShT of n
1
(M). We may choose <I so as to meet the other
members of % only in discs. We shall call a prism region with this property small. It may still
happen, however, that <I meets some translate, g
1
<I . We note that in [9] this was excluded by the
4-plane property and the transversality of the self-intersections of f. We note, moreover, that
<I W g
1
<I is a 3-ball (since we started with a nested collection of product regions). In particular, we
exclude the case where<I meets g
1
<I along an edge, since this would give rise to an in"nite family of
translates of<I by members of the cyclic group Sg
1
T for which gk<I meets each of gk~1<I and gk`1<I
in an edge, for each k3Z. This, however, contradicts the condition QF2, since this gives us in"nitely
many non-plane surface lifts in MR. If <I W g1<I is n1(M)-equivariant, then we homotop f so as to
collapse it to a point. This pinches the prism region <I in an in"nite number of isolated points,
which together form the ShT-orbit of a single point in MI . We still think of this `pincheda prism
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region as an n-gon prism and continue to look for another translate g
2
<I of the modi"ed <I which
meets it in a 3-ball and we repeat the entire process.
If, on the other hand,<I W g
1
<I is not n
1
(M) equivariant, then it must meet some n
1
(M)-translate
of itself in an even smaller 3-ball. If this smaller ball is n
1
(M)-equivariant, then we collapse it to
a point. Otherwise, we repeat this reasoning, noting that we must terminate after "nitely many
intersections by local "niteness.
Finally, if <I is the `pincheda n-gon prism, modi"ed as in the above, then it meets its translates
in isolated points, the number of which is "nite up to the action of the sub-groupShT. Hence, <I
and its translates project into M as an immersed solid torus, Z, whose self-intersections are iso-
lated points. A regular neighbourhood, N, of Z is an orientable solid handlebody in M. We
may then collapse the handlebody H onto its spine, an immersed loop in M. This collapses
the prism region <I and its translates to a collection of lines in MI . It remains, however, to show
that we can do this for all prism regions for f in MI . In particular, we must show that the manifold
M is not a union of n-gon prism regions. If f has the 1-line property, this is proved in [9]. In
our more general context, where f does not have the 1-line property, some pair of planes must
meet in an arboreal surface which cannot be contained in an equivariant regular neighbourhood of
its boundary lines and the conclusion follows. We then have the following analogue of Lemma 4.4
in [9].
Lemma 4.5. If P and P
i
are planes in P which were disjoint before the collapse of all n-gon prism
regions, then their intersection consists of at most one disjoint line of non-transverse intersection. If
P W P
i
was non-empty and non-compact before the collapse, then their intersection set is unawected by
the collapse.
Proof. We argue the second statement "rst. Let X
i
denote the intersection set for P and P
i
, which
may be either a single line or an arboreal surface, before the collapse and suppose that after the
collapse, P W P
i
consists of X
i
together with some disjoint, non-transverse line j. It follows that
both P and P
i
met some component, ;, of the union of all n-gon prisms in MI before the collapse.
Moreover, P W; and P
i
W;, must each have consisted of a "nite union of strips in ;. It follows
that some element g in stab(;) stabilized the planes P and P
i
as well, that is g3stab(P, P
i
). If X
i
is
a single transverse line, then j"X
i
as in [9]. If X
i
is an arboreal surface, then j must be contained
in X
i
, giving us a contradiction.
If P and P
i
are initially disjoint, then stab(P, P
i
) is either trivial or in"nite cyclic, since we have
already crushed a nested family of product regions for f. Moreover, if P W P
i
is non-empty after the
collapse, then stab(P, P
i
) must be in"nite cyclic. Hence collapsing all n-gon prism regions may
introduce at most one line of non-transverse intersection for P and P
i
. h
Step 4: We remove by perturbation any non-transverse intersection points between triples of
double lines for a triple of pair-wise intersecting planes in %
1
. It remains now to achieve property
5 of De"nition 3.2. This amounts to homotopically eliminating compact components of intersec-
tion between triples of arboreal surfaces in P, each pair of which meet in a disc. In order to do this,
we classify these components as points, line segments and 3-gon discs. We wish to deform the
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Fig. 11.
members of K
2
to eliminate these regions. Denoting a compact intersection set for the planes,
P, P
i
, P
j
and P
k
by KI
ijk
, we proceed as follows:
Step 5: Suppose that KI
ijk
is a single point. It is therefore the intersection of a triple of lines, j
i
, j
j
and j
k
, in K
1,i
, K
1,j
and K
1,k
respectively. We note that a "nite number of other members of K
1
may
share this point. We then organize this collection into three sub-classes of lines for which no pair in
a given sub-class meet transversely. It follows that there is precisely one way in which j
i
,j
j
and
j
k
may be separated to give a tetrahedral complementary region for P, where we note that the
4-plane property for f prevents the occurrence of transverse tetrahedra. We express this in terms of
the direction in which one of the lines, without loss of generality, j
k
, may be deformed o! of KI
ijk
.
Suppose then, for the sake of argument, that this is the positive side. Then each member of the
j
k
-class which lies on this side of j
k
must be moved o! of KI
ijk
before j
k
, commencing with that
which is furthest away. In this way, we may de"ne a homotopy which does not create 2-gon discs.
We repeat this process until no such point remains.
Step 6: Suppose that KI
ijk
is a line segment. We choose such a segment which has no proper
sub-segment of this type. Step 4 in the proof of Lemma 4.3 ensures that it does not meet any
translate transversely, from whence it follows that it is n
1
(M)-equivariant. It may, however,
coincide precisely with another similarly de"ned segment. We illustrate this situation in Fig. 11. We
then perform the obvious deformations of the planes passing through the endpoint, v
0
, across the
endpoint, v
1
, commencing with that which is nearest, to obtain the sought-after complementary
tetrahedra. We continue until no such KI
ijk
is present
Step 7: Suppose "nally that KI
ijk
is an innermost 3-gon disc. It is easy to check that it is
n
1
(M)-equivariant by noting that its edges lie in boundary components of arboreal surfaces and it
therefore cannot share a vertex with any n
1
(M)-translate. Deforming one of the boundary lines
across the opposite vertex gives a complementary tetrahedron as desired. Once more, we repeat
this process until no such regions remain.
We denote the resulting immersion by f
2
and show that it is a strong product-crushed immersion.
In particular, we start by observing that f
2
must be weakly-tetrahedral, since the initial map f had
the 4-plane property and none of our crushings can introduce non-transverse intersection compo-
nents. Moreover, it is easy to see that the immersion is product-crushed. By starting with a nested
collection of product regions, we see that the product-crushed immersion which results must have
all the properties of De"nition 3.2, that is f
2
is standard product-crushed and we have proved
Lemma 4.4.
We now see that Theorem 1.1 as a corollary to Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 3.1.
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5. Immersed surfaces without triple points
In recent work Cooper et al. [3,2], inspired by a paper of Freedman and Freedman [4] have
made a number of important constructions of 3-manifolds with immersed incompressible surfaces,
which do not have the properties required in [9,11]. We take some time here to investigate the
relationship of these surfaces to the 4-plane, quasi-"nite immersed surfaces which we have treated
in our exposition so far. In order to do this, we summarize their construction.
Suppose that M is a compact, connected, irreducible 3-manifold and that LM is non-empty and
incompressible. In [3], Cooper et al. prove that M is either covered by a product of a closed surface
times the unit interval, or it contains a closed surface, f : RPM, for which fH is an injection and
fH(n1(R)) is not conjugate into the fundamental group of a component of LM. In the case when all
the boundary components are tori, it follows that Int(M) has a complete hyperbolic structure, since
otherwise M would have to have an essential torus. By passing to a "nite covering space of
M which has at least three boundary components, we ensure the existence of an embedded
incompressible surface, S, which meets at most two of these boundary components, by homological
considerations. By passing to the in"nite cyclic covering space for this surface, we may take two
distinct lifts of this surface and tube them together by annuli in the boundary. This gives us an
embedded, although possibly compressible, surface. Using surgeries, this surface may be made
incompressible, and moreover, can be shown not to consist entirely of 2-spheres and boundary-
parallel surfaces. By projecting this downstairs into M, we obtain an immersed incompressible
surface. The case of components of LM which are not tori is similar in essence, but more subtle in
practice.
In [2], Cooper and Long go beyond this construction and show that if M is a compact,
irreducible 3-manifold, with non-empty boundary consisting solely of tori, then many Dehn "llings
of the boundary tori produce a closed 3-manifold for which the closed, immersed surface remains
incompressible. An immersed surface, F, constructed in this way lifts to a collection of embedded
surfaces in some "nite-sheeted cover, Mp, of the Dehn-"lled closed manifold M. Hence M is
virtually Haken. It follows, moreover, that the immersed surface will be quasi-"nite. To see this, it
su$ces to note that the embedded lifts in Mp must be closed and that the intersection of their
stabilizer sub-groups must therefore be "nitely generated free sub-groups of the fundamental group
of the immersed surface. The condition QF2 follows from the work of Gitik et al. [7], since
the surfaces have the k-plane property for some k and hence the surface sub-group has "nite
width. Another useful property of this construction, is that the immersed surfaces have no triple
points.
At "rst glance, it looks as if these surfaces might be good examples of immersions which satisfy
the conditions used in our analysis. Unfortunately, the absence of triple points is a good deal
weaker than the 4-plane property. In particular, it is not a property which is preserved under
homotopy equivalence. That is, whilst the immersion f : RPM may have no triple points, this does
not mean that the corresponding immersion, f @: RPM@, is triple point free. Indeed f @ may have
a number of `cancellinga triple point pairs which lift to vertices of football regions in MI @. In
a forthcoming paper [12], we show that these triple points for f @ may be homotopically eliminated.
The proof is, however, non-trivial and involves an in-depth analysis of football regions for
immersed incompressible surfaces.
Leaving this aside, we still have a weaker form of the theorem at hand.
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose that M is a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold and that M@ is a closed,
irreducible 3-manifold for which u: MPM@ is a homotopy equivalence. Then if both M and M@ have
quasi-xnite immersed, incompressible surfaces, f : RPM, and f @: RPM@, for which f @ is homotopic to
u " f, and neither f nor f @ has triple points, then M is homeomorphic to M@.
To prove this it su$ces to note that our argument for 4-plane immersions carries through
directly to this situation.
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